Minnesota lakes ate being surveyed
as to types and fish life conditions.

Lake Surveys and Their Application
Methods Used in Minnesota
Samuel
Lake surveys have come to be a
g e n e r a l cure-all for all fish
troubles in the mind of the general public. Lake surveys are not cures
for any troubles but are only inventories
of the conditions present in lakes. In
this way surveys are one of the chief
means of the specialist for diagnosing
lake problems.
Lake surveys consist of quantitative
inventories of all conditions of lakes,
determining the productivity and carrying capacity in terms of the elements of
fertility and the resulting food and
fishes. Such surveys have developed within the last fifteen years, starting in
Minnesota in 1928.
Modern scientific surveys date back to
1927 and 1928. The first work was started
by Dr. M. S. Johnson of the University
and the work was done largely around
the Twin City area. The lakes covered
were not thoroughly surveyed in all respects; some chemical surveys and other
studies were made. During 1930, 1931,
and 1932, lakes in the Twin City area
were studied and methods were developed.
In 1933 and 1934, Lake Superior was
studied, working out for fifteen miles
off the Minnesota shore. During the
summer of 1935, the U . S. Forest Service
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set up a program of lake surveys in the
Superior National Forest. This is an area
which is largely wilderness and contains
a vast number of lakes.
The first summer about twenty-eight
lakes in that area were surveyed. In 1936,
surveys were continued there and also in
the Chippewa National Forest in central
Minnesota. The lakes of the Chippewa
National Forest were more accessible
and were of the same type as the majority of central Minnesota lakes. The same
year the E C W on the State Forests became interested in lake surveys and
through their cooperation a large number
of the lakes in central Minnesota were
surveyed. That work is continuing to
date.
Then late in 1937, the Conservation
Department made a cooperative arrangement with the University whereby funds
were available to survey the lakes elsewhere, including those of southwestern
Minnesota, which are largely prairie
lakes. Out of all the many thousands of
Minnesota lakes, we were able to survey
completely not more than 300.
A complete survey includes mapping,
and an inventory of the bottom fauna,
the plankton and fishes. The chemical
nature of the water is determined, in49
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eluding the phospate and sulphates in
some cases. The temperatures, spawning
beds and weed areas, are all measured,
giving a more or less complete inventory
of all conditions for fish life.
Much information on productivity was
gained through surveys. Some lakes were
poor in productivity, some were rich and
this difference in productivity is due in
some cases to chemical conditions, and in
other cases is due to physical conditions.
In some lakes it may be the combination
of the two.
The most outstanding feature of lake
surveys was to determine the types suitable for various game fishes and to
develop a classification. Minnesota lakes
can be divided into soft water and hard
water lakes; also into cold and warm
water lakes. The proper combination of
these types determines whether a lake
can support cold or warm water fishes.
TROUT

LAKES

First type is the lake trout lake. This
is a lake which is more or less infertile,
with a rock bottom. The shore drops
steeply and is almost entirely bedrock
and very unproductive. The water in such
a lake is soft, low in mineral content,
ranging a 100 feet or more in depth. As
the lake is so deep and so low in organic
content, there is plenty of oxygen at the
bottom. Although the surface waters may
warm up, the bottom waters are always
cold enough for the lake trout. These
lakes are confined to the border region
from Lake of the Woods through the
Superior National Forest.

In the same area there are some small
lakes, which have proven experimentally
to be suitable for stream trout.
PIKE

LAKES

The next type is the wall-eyed
pike
lake. The first type of pike lake is referred to as t y p e number
one and is
similar to the lake trout type. Many of
these lakes are seventy-five feet deep.
Some contain a few lake trout, large
pickerel, and usually suckers and perch,
but most of them did not originally contain wall-eyed pike. These have been introduced and have thrived better than
in any other waters in Minnesota. This
type is a lake trout lake which is too
shallow for lake trout. The cold water
below the thermocline has insufficient
volume to carry enough oxygen through
the summer. These are not ideal lake
trout lakes.
Pike lake number
two is an entirely
different type, being warmer and quite
fertile. This is the type forming the
great majority of our lakes with abundant, submerged vegetation, typical of
central Minnesota. These lakes range in
depth down to 200 feet. In fact, one of
the deepest lakes in the state is of this
type, but these lakes are fertile and the
bottom is very rich in organic matter.
They are warm water lakes as a rule;
therefore, the fish are confined to the
surface waters. These lakes may be
divided more or less acording to size and
depth. A number of large lakes in central
Minnesota such as Upper Red Lake,
Leech Lake, Mille Lacs Lake and smaller
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lakes like Cass Lake, are largely lakes
of this same type, although relatively
shallow. They are from thirty-five to
forty feet in depth and from 8 to 15
miles across, allowing much wind action.
The bottom is available to fishes everywhere throughout the year.
BASS-CRAPPIE-SUNFISH

LAKES

The nest type is the bass, crappie
and
sunfish
lake. This is a small lake with
numerous bays, inlets, and abundant
vegetation. These lakes are all rich in
organic matter, and have large amounts
of vegetation. The deeper lakes are not
so productive because of large areas of
inaccessible bottom.
INTERMEDIATE

LAKES

Another type of lake is intermediate
between pike lake number two and this
last type. These are lakes which are large
and have many bays and inlets. These
lakes are several miles or more in length
and from a duel fish type suitable both
for pike and for bass, and crappies. W e
have tried to find out what determines
a wall-eyed pike lake, and find that pike
apparently do best in lakes where they
have plenty of range. Only cases where
they thrive in small lakes are those which
have open channels with other lakes
forming a chain.
PRAIRIE L A K E S

The next type is the prairie lakes in
the southwestern part of the state. Many
of these lakes range from six to 20 feet
in depth. This type of a lake is largely
inhabited by bullheads, buffalo, carp
(wonderful lakes for carp) and some-

times a number of wall-eyed pike and
other game fish. The public often desires to have the rough fish and bullheads removed and the game fish placed
in this type of lake, but this type is not
suitable as far as we can find in our
surveys for any of the game fish, and it
is only by continuous effort that game
fish can be maintained.
W e have been able to go ahead and
prepare for the Department of Conservation a list of lakes designating the
type of fish they are suited for. W e are
only about half through right now, due
to the large number of lakes in the
northern half which are difficult to
reach.
In the past, especially years back,
there was a great deal of haphazard
fish planting. The public secures a few
cans of this or that species and puts
them anywhere they want to. All of this
has led to an enormous waste of fish
which we are anxious to stop, and which
we are trying to stop by using this
classification as a basis.
This is the chief application of the
results of our lake surveys. A t the present time we are not making any complete lake surveys in Minnesota, largely
because they are expensive. W e have
had to call in every possible agency
to help and we have set up a large
W . P . A . project to assist in the laboratory. W e do not feel that any of this
has been wasted. W e feel it was necessary to get first-hand information for
a background in order to start our
studies on our Minnesota lakes. From
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there we have gone on and developed
our classification and are classifying
the other lakes from the details developed through the surveys of these
hundreds of lakes. W e hope to be able
to save many of the fish which are
planted in Minnesota. A t least, they
will not be planted in lakes which are
not suited for them.
There are the problem lakes where
the fish are stunted and are not thriving,
where surveys are still necessary to
work out the troubles. W e find, through
our lake surveys, many eases
where
certain points of lake improvement may
be initiated. Many lakes needing improvement are difficult to reach. W e
have many which should have the fertility increased, but it is too expensive.
W e have recommended in some lakes
introduction of torage fishes, and have
been successful. Tullibees and whitefish
are present in typical lake trout lakes,
but in a number of cases they are
absent. W e have recommended tullibees
with the idea of introducing a forage
fish which would not be a great competitor. W e have had some partial
success and we are hoping that they
will furnish more trout food.
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The public have been misled to think
that lake surveys are a cure-all for
everything. Lake surveys have been
worthwhile and have given a background to work from. W e are now
ready to go on with other phases of the
work which have been pointed out in
the surveys.
Proper fish population balances have
been indicated in a general way in our
detailed surveys. In some lakes we find
that we have over-populated lakes with
a scarcity of big fish. Population balances are very difficult to remedy, as
the remedies probably involve restricted
fishing, and that steps on the toes of the
public. This is perhaps one of the
greatest troubles with Minnesota fishes.
Another outstanding trouble is the presence of carp and other improper fishes.
One of the most serious problems is the
lowering of lake levels through drought
and drainage developments, creating
oxygen deficiencies in winter and turning
game fish lakes into bullhead types or
even to a stage entirely unsuited for any
fish. Thus lake surveys form a basis
for the management of Minnesota lakes
for fish production.
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